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Working with InformAll

Individuals and organisations are deluged
with information. Getting the most out of it,
finding, interpreting and using it requires skills,
know-how and judgement. The ability to navigate
effectively and confidently through the information maze
is known as information literacy. InformAll exists to develop
understanding of the importance and relevance of information
literacy. We raise awareness of its benefits for individuals,
organisations and communities. InformAll brings together experts with
distinctive perspectives and we work collaboratively with our partners and
clients to offer practical research-based guidance and support.

InformAll is an independent consultancy that can help you to:
• Develop your understanding of information competencies and skills in
your organisation or sector
• Identify funding opportunities and formulate joint proposals
• Manage multi-player projects to take advantage of different outlooks
• Connect with key stakeholders
• Build communities of interest through a creative mix of different professions

What we offer
Research

Influence

Identifying case studies and good
practice

Preparing presentations, consultation
responses

Exploring what information literacy
means in your educational, professional
or social context

Making contacts with policy-makers and
other key players

Investigating related literacies, such as
digital capabilities

Tools
Developing and designing toolkits and
frameworks

Promoting outputs and outcomes from
InformAll-enabled activities

Organising workshops, conferences and
webinars

Whether you are looking for insights on your organisation or
sector, or looking for project partnerships, or just want
in
to find out more, please contact Stéphane Goldstein
fo
rm
at sg@informall.org.uk or go to informall.org.uk .
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Providing advice for policy-makers
Showing the value of information literacy
in your sector or environment
Providing practical support for
information literacy-related policies and
practices

Events

Arranging relevant training
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Policy

InformAll aims to provides a
representative view on the
challenges of developing
information literacy in different
contexts. We bring together
different constituencies and
professional groups with
distinctive perspectives on the
advance of information know-how.
We help communities to develop
their interest, policies or activities
in information-related knowledge,
understanding and skills.

